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Introduction What is global warming? Global warming is the average temperature of Earth has increases since until now
the temperature.

Those Global Warming. CFC's, though small in number have a warming effect per molecule 10 times greater
than carbon dioxide and stays in the atmosphere for up to years, compared with just 12 years for carbon
dioxide. The effects of global warming create a growing danger for the ecosystem we live in by damaging
glaciers and weather patterns. I translate this into the earth warming up; this might be caused by people. The
climate on the Earth is changing and there is no big surprise. Scientists are of the view and they provide
evidences as well to support their argument that industrializationand energy utilization has caused emissions
of certain gases to our atmosphere. Global warming effects are no longer a prediction of what is to come.
Anthropogenic Effects The reason as to why global warming is such an issue today is because of the problem
that humans are creating with anthropogenic contributions to greenhouse gasses. What kind of essays are best
for me? And scientists say that unless we curb global-warming emissions, average U. Controversial Opinions
on Climate Change Some argue that the biggest threat to our climate and the future of us as species is not so
obvious. We can never compromise on that. Essay Example: Effects of Global Warming Introduction What
exactly is global warming and why is it worthy of consideration? In , wind employment grew by 32 percent
and solar jobs increased by 25 percent. But, the point is that both of their stories are pointing out to their views
on this issue. Rising sea level. Environmental Protection Agency pledged to reduce carbon pollution from our
power plants by nearly a third by , relative to levels, through its Clean Power Plan. Global warming is the
greatest challenge facing our planet. We have frequent floods, hurricanes, and drought being experienced in
different regions across the globe. The cracks on the earth and landfill locations facilitate the release of
methane gas which is a greenhouse gas. Since , when people in many locations first began to keep temperature
records, the 25 warmest years have all occurred within the last 28 years. Increased wildfires and drought â€”
the rise in temperature has accelerated the occurrence of droughts and wildfires. We produce insane amounts
of chemicals that affect our climate and make greenhouse effect impossible for the planet to recover from.
Even though some of these ideas have fallbacks, there are a variety of options that put us on a path toward a
more stable climate. What global warming is. Human actions, primarily the release of green house gases from
smokestacks, vehicles, and burning forests, are perhaps the chief power causing this situation. Both sides of
the ongoing debate claim disastrous consequences. There are 4 steps in the Greenhouse effect process. It has
long been recognized academically that due to the burning of coal, oil, natural gas and so on the carbon
dioxide is the main culprit of global warming. The scientific evidence of the global warming is clear. The
extreme weather conditions have led to increased natural disasters leading to loss of human, animal and plant
life. Why is global warming happening and why has history shown that it is a current threat? It could be a lot
easier to live for many more years if we were to stop burning so many fossil fuels, yet the problem is the
incentive for people to change their ways and adopt new practices, especially in the light of global capitalism
and consumerism. DO: concentrate on the impacts There are numerous ways that humans are destroying
nature and global warming is one of them, however, global warming is such a nasty phenomenon that it is
scientifically due to wipe us off the face of the planet. Human activities produce greenhouse gases that
accumulate in the atmosphere and cause problems our planet faces today. However, the large-scale removal of
vegetation increases the carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere and new plants may not be able to exchange
or store as much carbon as the old ones. Such measures will definitely influence modern society a lot. Already
the impact can be seen in Britain where the winters Related Documents Essay Global Warming : Causes And
Effects read about what global warming is, the causes and effects, and actions you can take to slow down
global warming.


